
CASE STUDY  
City of Irving
  City of Irving validates a new way to manage large water meters
Challenge

The City of Irving Water Utility flow tests large commercial and indutstrial water meters as recommended by the M6 

AWWA standard. The utility was concerned that flow testing was not identifying meter inaccuracies in a timely manner. 

Additionally, flow testing did not identify the causes of the meter inaccuarcy, or the meter failures only detectable 

during actual operations. The City of Irving personnel were required to do extensive troubleshooting to determine the 

nature of the failures and the action required to return the meter to accuracy.

Solution

Olea’s Meter Health Analytics solution is an exciting new way to monitor, manage, and maintain large water meters. 

The solution delivers top of the line revenue assurance, water conservation, and operational  efficiency. Olea working 

with the city personnel implemented the solution on 50 of the city’s high value meters to collect and analyze meter 

performance data. The data collected from the Meter Health Analytics solution identified 35 of the 50 meters needing 

adjustment, repair, or replacement.  

The Meter Health Analytics solution provided specific information on the problem for each meter. This included 

concerns with registers, measuring elements, crossover valves, and meter sizing. Additionally, repair recommendations 

to return the meters to accuracy and estimates of lost revenue assisted the city of Irving in prioritizing and performing 

repairs effectively and efficiently.       

Result

Armed with data, the city planned repairs for the prioritized meters, acquired the needed parts and materials for the 

repairs, and dedicated maintenance crews with the right capabilities and skillsets to make the repairs. The city was 

able to identify and correct failed meters without flow testing or troubleshooting.   The solution enabled the crews to 

make the right repairs on the first visit. The Meter Health Analytics solution quickly validated the performance of the 

repaired meters of the city personnel.

After 11 repairs, the city of Irving recovered an estimated $160,000 of annual revenue. Additional repairs and 

replacements are planned which will result in additional revenue recovery.
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Dates: April - November 2020
Location: Iriving, TX

Number of Meters: 50
Meter Sizes: 4” -10” 

Meter Types: Turbine, Compound
Meter Brands: Hersey, Neptune

Project Highlights

Healthy meters help utilities bill for every drop delivered
Olea Meter Health Analytics is the first solution to provide component-level diagnostics to uncover root causes of 

failures as they occur. This enables utilities to align workflows with economic return and creates an auditable data 

record to support fair and accurate billing.
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About Olea 
Founded in 2014, Olea Edge Analytics is committed to a safe, equitable and sustainable water future.

Olea was founded with the main purpose of creating technology robust and scalable enough to empower utilities to 

understand and address issues affecting sustainable access to safe, clean and affordable water.  

Our people are focused on applying the latest technology to collect, analyze, and create actionable intelligence that 

helps utilities optimize performance of critical water infrastructure assets. Our solutions empower field teams, 

support accurate billing, reduce non-revenue water and promote data-driven asset lifecycle management.

Olea’s Meter Health Analytics platform is 

a turnkey solution built to surface actionable 

intelligence that enables operations and 

maintenance teams be more efficient AND 

prioritize workflows based on economic return. 

Please visit:  
www.oleaedge.com  
to discover more, or email  

sales@oleaedge.com  
to see why our customers love working with us.


